
Job Description: Project Coordinator -

Arnold Marketing Consultants

The Job in a Nutshell:
Help herd the cats, coordinating a network of freelancers and clients.

Ultimately, our mission is to empower small businesses to reach amazing results around the
thing they do best – and you’ll be at the heart of it, keeping all the different wheels and cogs
running in harmony.

The Company in a Nutshell:
I’m a brand and marketing strategist with deep expertise in brand positioning and messaging,
go-to-market strategy, lead generation, copywriting and social media at scale. Over the last 14
years, I’ve worked on projects ranging from mom-and-pop shops with barebones budgets to
Fortune 1000 companies with sophisticated marketing ecosystems.

Now, I’ve built a business that makes agency-quality marketing accessible to small businesses
through a variety of channels. It’s grown tremendously over the past year and we continue to
see advanced growth. I serve as the Fractional CMO or Director of Marketing for companies,
and pull in a network of talented and cool freelancers to get the tactical work done.

Growth means a little chaos - I love systems and processes, but haven’t always had the time to
make it run perfectly.

The job is not:
Fetching coffee, picking up my dry cleaning, or competing with coworkers to close deals and fill
quotas. Nor will I create “busy work;” the focus is on tasks, not a timeclock. My #1 goal with my
employees is that they are learning new things, getting to try (and fail), and growing as people.
Hours and needs may vary from week to week (that’s the consulting life after all), but I’ll always
communicate with you about objectives and opportunities.

The job is:



Making sure all the pieces are moving, keeping track of timelines and deliverables, helping
prepare status reports, ensuring all of our ‘“to-do’s” are captured in our project management
system (ClickUp)

-----

Core Duties:
● Enter all new tasks with due dates into project management software (we use ClickUp,

it’s similar to Asana/Trello)
● Manage freelancers on assigned projects and help keep everyone on track for due dates
● Prepare status reports for internal and external purposes
● Scheduling for internal meetings as needed
● Identify and communicate needs, conflicts, blockers and next actions of freelancers

Additional Responsibilities and Opportunities:
● Communicate with clients and potential clients
● Support freelancers and team members in general marketing work both for clients as

well as for company projects
● Help identify and implement improvements to our systems

Skills, Experience and Education:
● PROACTIVE! This is the most critical piece - the team is going depend on you to keep

things running smoothly, which means you need to be ahead flagging upcoming
activities, not reactive once it’s already too late

● Highly organized - with 10,000 balls in the air, you know where they are at all times
● Excellent communication skills, both verbal and written – you’re at ease connecting with

people and you can do so efficiently.
● Basic proficiency in general business software such as Google Suite, Microsoft Office

and Excel
● Familiarity with Project Management software is a plus; willingness and aptitude to pick

up software is a must. (We use ClickUp – I won’t switch, I love it – but I will give you a
reasonable amount of time to learn how to use it)

● Familiarity with marketing industry language (i.e. you know what a brief is, you know how
to communicate with freelancers about formatting specifics, etc)

● Undergraduate degree in marketing, communications, or a related field is preferred.
Non-traditional education and experience can be substituted (self-taught is okay, use
your application and portfolio to demonstrate proficiencies and skills).

● 2-5 years in a professional position - ideally in project or account management - is
preferred but not required.

-----



Compensation:
$25 - $30 per hour

Hours:
Estimated 10-15 hours per week to start

Structure:
All work is contract. Time is flexible (but communication is key!) You’ll be responsible for time
tracking and invoicing me. Work will be part-time and hourly to start, with the potential for a
weekly flat rate and expanded hours once established. All contractors must provide their own
standard business equipment and software (the company will offer log ins for required programs
such as ClickUp and Slack).

Fine Print & Important Details:
100% Remote Work (U.S. candidates only)
Equal Opportunity Employer, Inclusive work environment
Contract Position (1099s filed annually)

More info about me: https://www.linkedin.com/in/angela-arnold-94308016/
More info about the company: https://arnoldmarketing.com/

To apply for this position, please complete the application here.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/angela-arnold-94308016/
https://arnoldmarketing.com/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1r2dkXngfFusivjU5XwZyZVKsLh4_pii1MBLvae27Is4/edit

